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Abstract

Molecular biological models usually suffer from a large combinatorial explosion. Indeed, proteins
form complexes and modify each others, which leads to the formation of a huge number of distinct
chemical species (i.e. non-isomorphic connected components of proteins). Thus we cannot generate
explicitly the quantitative semantics of these models, and even less compute their properties. Model
reduction aims at reducing this complexity by providing another grain of observation. In this paper,
we propose two unifying frameworks for combining model reductions: we propose a symmetric
product operator for combining model reductions for stochastic semantics and we show how to
abstract further existing reduced differential systems by the means of linear projections. We apply
both frameworks so as to abstract further existing reduced quantitative semantics of the models
that are written in Kappa, by taking into account symmetries among binding sites in proteins.
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1 Introduction

Signaling pathways describe the interactions between some proteins which
are involved in communication between and within cells. These pathways
usually suffer from a combinatorial blow-up in the number of chemical species
(pairwise non-isomorphic connected components of proteins). Rules-based
modeling [9,1] offers a convenient and compact solution for describing these
pathways (and other molecular biological systems as well). The combinatorial
complexity is avoided thanks to context-free rules, in which the set of all
potential contexts of application for an interaction does not need to be written
explicitly.

Yet, the combinatorial complexity raises again when one is interested in
the quantitative semantics of rules-based models. Stochastic semantics (based
on the use of CTMCs, or master equations) and differential semantics cannot
be explicitly written, because the state space is a vector space the dimension
of which is the number of reachable species. Model reduction [2,5,10,7,11] con-
sists in reducing this dimension, by discovering a coarser grain of observation.
Sound and automatic model reduction can be achieved by the means of formal
methods. The framework in [10,7] for reducing differential semantics is based
on the fact that rules cannot observe the correlation between specific parts
of some chemical species. Thus these chemical species can easily be cut into
fragments. In [11] backward bisimulations [4] are used in order to ensure that
rules cannot enforce correlations between the state of some identified parts of
chemical species.

In this paper, we propose two generic constructions to combine model re-
ductions, one for stochastic semantics and one for differential semantics. In
Sect. 2, we give a motivating example: we show that fragments-based model
reductions can be abstracted further by taking into account the fact that some
binding sites have exactly the same capabilities of interactions (we say that
these sites are symmetric). In Sect. 3, we propose a generic framework for
reducing stochastic semantics and combining these abstractions. This frame-
work is based on the use of backward bisimulations [4] in order to prove sta-
tistical invariants, and use these invariants to reduce the state space. We
propose a binary product for combining backward bisimulation-based model
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reductions, so as to build the least model reduction which is at least as much
as abstract as each model reduction that is given as an argument of this oper-
ator. In Sect. 4, we use linear projections to abstract further model reductions
for differential semantics. Interestingly, the algorithm that is used to generate
the reduced model can be adapted to deal with symmetric sites on the fly.
Our two frameworks are highly reusable, because they do not require much
soundness assumptions about the relation between the symmetries that are
used to quotient further the coarse-grained variables and the reduced models
(much of proofs are made once for all in the non reduced model).

Then we apply our framework on the models written in Kappa: in Sect. 5,
we give the operational semantics of Kappa. In Sect. 6 we give the definition of
symmetric sites in Kappa, we review the stochastic and differential semantics,
and we use symmetric sites, so as to reduce further the dimension of the state
space of these semantics.

2 Case study

Let us start out with a simple motivating example. We consider two kinds of
agents P and X. Instances of P denote phosphate ions, whereas instances of
X denote copies of a given protein. We assume that each protein X has two
kinds of sites: m sites x1,. . . ,xm and n sites y1,. . . ,yn (m and n are two integer
parameters of our model). Each site can recruit at most one phosphate ion P
and, then, dissociate from it. The state of a proteinX is denoted as a (ordered)
tuple of symbols among tu, pu. The symbol p stands for a phosphorylated site,
whereas the symbol u stands for an unphosphorylated site. For instance, with
m � 2 and n � 1, a protein X having the sites x1 and y1 phosphorylated and
the site x2 unphosphorylated is denoted by Xrp, u, ps.

We assume that for each integer i between 1 and m the phosphorylation
of the site xi does not depend on the phosphorylation state of the other sites.
The sites x1, . . . , xm can all be phosphorylated at a same rate k. Nevertheless,
we also assume that for each integer j between 1 and n, the phosphorylation
of the site yj depends both on the index j of the site yj and on the number
of sites among x1, . . . , xm which are currently phosphorylated in the protein
X: the rate of activation of the site yj in a protein X which have exactly i
phosphorylated sites among x1, . . . , xm is denoted by kj,i. Last, we assume
that any phosphorylated site can be unphosphorylated at a same rate kd.

We give in Fig. 1 the set of reactions for the model with parameters m � 2
and n � 1. In the general case, there are 2m�n reachable configurations for
the protein X. Thus, when m�n gets big, we can no longer enumerate chem-
ical species (nor reactions). We can sample stochastic semantics by using
agents-based simulation algorithms [8]. But the integration of the differential
semantics, or the computation of more complex properties about the distri-
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(a) Phosphorylation and de-
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(c) Phosphorylation and de-
phosphorylation of the third
site.

Fig. 1. Chemical reactions for m � 2 and n � 1.

bution of traces (or states) is impossible due to the combinatorial complexity.

We notice that we can use symmetries among the sites x1, . . . , xm so as
to reduce the dimension of both the stochastic and the differential semantics.
Indeed what is important, is not which sites xi are phosphorylated in a given
protein, but how many are phosphorylated. We introduce an equivalence
relation � over proteins X: we say that two proteins are �-equivalent if, and
only if, (i) the number of phosphorylated sites among the list x1, . . . , xm is
the same for both proteins, and (ii) the phosphorylation state of the sites yj
is the same in both proteins, for any integer j between 1 and n. Thus the set
of reachable configurations for the protein X, is quotiented into pm� 1q2n �-
equivalence classes. A simplified set of reactions can be proposed, by choosing
a representative among each �-equivalence class. Indeed, up to updating
reaction rate constants, we may assume that the sites x1, . . . , xm are always
phosphorylated in increasing order, and dephosphorylated in decreasing order.
In Fig. 2, we give the set of so obtained simplified reactions (for m � 2
and n � 1). We can notice that whenever the sites x1 and x2 are both
unphosphorylated, only the site x1 can be phosphorylated (with a rate twice
as big as in the initial reaction) and that whenever the sites x1 and x2 are
both phosphorylated, only the site x2 can be dephosphorylated (at a rate twice
bigger than in the initial reaction). Such a simplified set of reactions can be
used to compute a reduced stochastic semantics and a reduced differential
semantics.

In this paper, we propose two formal frameworks so as to combine model
reductions for stochastic and differential semantics, and we apply these frame-
works for combining existing model reductions [10,7,11] with a model reduc-
tion based on the detection of symmetric sites. Both reduced semantics can
be derived automatically, without explicitly computing neither the unreduced
semantics, nor any intermediate semantics. For instance, the fragments-based
model reduction that is proposed in [10,7] abstract away the correlation be-
tween the phosphorylation states of the sites yj (for any integer j between 1
and n), because, this correlation is tested in no reaction. This yields n2m�1
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Fig. 2. Simplified chemical reactions for m � 2 and n � 1.

fragments for the protein X. Combined with sites symmetries, we would get
only 2npm� 1q classes of fragments. The fragments-based approach achieves
no reduction in the case of the stochastic semantics [11]: thus we can only
reduce to pm� 1q2n classes of species (or fragments) in this case.

3 Stochastic semantics

In this section, we review the generic framework that has been proposed in [11]
for reducing the stochastic semantics of weighted labeled transition systems.
This reduction technique is based on the use of backward bisimulations [4] so as
to prove statistical invariants. We use these invariants to lump [3] some states
of the transition system together, this is a weak lumping which is sound only if
the statistical invariants are satisfied by the initial distribution of states. We
extend this framework with a commutative operator to combine abstractions.
We show that this operator is a pushout, and that abstraction composition
distributes over it.

3.1 Weighted labeled transition systems

We first introduce the notion of weighted labeled transition system.

Definition 3.1 A weighted labeled transition system (WLTS) is a tuple
pQ,L, ÝÑ, w, I , π0q where: (i) Q is a set of states, (ii) L is a set of transi-
tion labels, (iii) Ñ� Q � L � Q is a relation, (iv) w is a mapping between
Q�L and R�, (v) I � Q is a finite subset of states, and (vi) π0 : I Ñ r0, 1s
is a discrete probability distribution.

Let us now consider pQ,L, ÝÑ, w, I , π0q a WLTS. A state q P I is called
an initial state. Moreover, the probability that the system is in the state q P I
at time t � 0 is equal to π0pqq. An element pq, λ, q1q PÑ denotes a transition
from state q to state q1; the symbol λ is the label of the transition. We denote

by q
λ
ÝÑ q1 the fact that the tuple pq, λ, q1q belongs to Ñ. In the following we

will assume that a label fully identifies a transition step. That is to say that

given a label λ P L, and four states q1, q2, q
1
1, q

1
2 P Q such that q1

λ
ÝÑ q11 and
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q2
λ
ÝÑ q12, then we have q1 � q2 and q11 � q12. We denote by Lpqq � L the set

of labels for which there exists q1 P Q such that q
λ
ÝÑ q1. Moreover, we also

assume that the system is finitely branching, that is to say that given a state

q, the set Lpqq is finite. The function w associates each transition q
λ
ÝÑ q1 to

its weight (or rate) wpq, λq P R�zt0u.

Now we define a continuous-time semantics for WLTS. This semantics is
defined as a probability density distribution of the traces with k steps, for any
natural number k P N. First we give the definition of finite traces as follows:

Definition 3.2 A finite trace is given by an initial state q0 P I and a finite
sequence pλi, ti, qiq1¤i¤k P pL� R� �Qqk of triples such that: for any integer

i such that 1 ¤ i ¤ k, we have qi�1
λiÝÑ qi.

Such a trace is denoted as: q0
λ1,t1ÝÝÝÑ q1 � � � qk�1

λk,tkÝÝÝÑ qk. Whenever i ¡ 1,
the non negative real number ti denotes the amount of time between the i-
th transition of the system and the previous one, moreover t1 denotes the
amount of time between t � 0 and the first transition. Moreover, the number
of transitions (here k) is called the size of the trace.

Now we define the probability density distribution of the traces of size k,
for any natural number k P N. For that purpose, we introduce IR� as the set
of intervals of positive real numbers.

Definition 3.3 Given a natural number k P N, an initial state q0 P I and a
sequence pλi, Ii, qiq1¤i¤k P pL � IR� �Qqk of tuples, the set of traces that is
defined as follows:

q0
λ1,I1ÝÝÝÑ q1 . . . qk�1

λk,IkÝÝÝÑ qk :�
!
q0

λ1,t1ÝÝÝÑ q1 . . . qk�1
λk,tkÝÝÝÑ qk

��� ti P Ii) ,
is called a cylinder set of traces.

We denote by TIR� the set of cylinder sets τ of traces.

Now we define the probability of a cylinder set of traces.

Definition 3.4 Let k be a natural number in N. The probability that a trace

of size k lies in the following cylinder set of traces: q0
λ1,I1ÝÝÝÑ q1 . . . qk�1

λk,IkÝÝÝÑ qk,
is given by the following expression:

π0pq0q
¹

i

�
wpqi�1, λiq

�
e�apqi�1qinfpIiq � e�apqi�1qsuppIiq

�
apqi�1q

����� 1 ¤ i ¤ k

�
,

where for any state q, apqq is the activity of the system at state q which is

defined as: apqq :�
¸

λ
pwpq, λq | λ P Lpqqq.

We notice that initial states are selected according to the distribution π0.
Moreover, whenever the system is in the state q, the next state is selected
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Fig. 3. An abstraction between two transition systems.

by computing the transition labeled with λ P Lpqq with probability wpq,λq
apqq

and the waiting time until a next reaction happens is chosen according to an
exponential probability distribution with the parameter that is equal to the
activity apqq of the system.

3.2 Abstraction

The description of a system can be less or more fine grained, which leads to
the notion of abstraction between WLTSs:

Definition 3.5 An abstraction between two WLTSs S :� pQ,L, ÝÑ, w, I , π0q
and S7 :� pQ7,L7,ù, w7, I7, π70q is a tuple pS,S7, βL, βQ, γQq where βL : LÑ
L7, βQ : Q Ñ Q7, and γQ : Q Ñ r0, 1s are three mappings such that the
following six properties are satisfied: (i) Both mappings βL and βQ are onto.
(ii) For any abstract state q7 P Q7, the restriction of the mapping γQ to the
concrete state q P Q such that βQpqq � q7 is a finite probability distribution.
(iii) For any two concrete states q1, q2 P Q such that βQpq1q � βQpq2q, we
have apq1q � apq2q. (iv) For any concrete state q1 P Q, we have q1 P I if,

and only if, βQpq1q P I7. (v) We have q7
λ7
ù q71, if and only if there exists a

transition q
λ
ÝÑ q1 such that βQpqq � q7, βQpq1q � q71, βLpλq � λ7. (vi) For any

concrete state q P I, we have: π0pqq � γQpqqπ70pβ
Qpqqq. (vii) For any abstract

transition q7
λ7
ù q71 and any concrete state q� such that βQpq�q � q71, we have:

¸
q,λ

��γQpqqwpq, λq
������ q P Q, λ P L s.t. q

λ
ÝÑ q�,

βQpqq � q7, βLpλq � λ7

�� γQpq�qw7pq7, λ7q.

In this definition, the system S is called the concrete system, whereas the
system S7 is called the abstract system. Moreover, we often say that the
tuple A :� pS,S7, βL, βQ, γQq is an abstraction between the concrete system
S and the abstract system S7 (eg see Fig. 3), and we write prepAq :� S
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and postpAq :� S7. The mappings βQ and γQ relate concrete and abstract
states, whereas the mapping βL relates concrete and abstract labels. The first
property ensures that any abstract transition label (resp. any abstract state) is
actually the abstraction of a concrete transition label (resp. a concrete state).
The second property entails that an abstract state q7 denotes a finite set of
concrete states tq | βQpqq � q7u, moreover the restriction of the mapping γQ

to the states q1 such that βQpq1q � βQpqq denotes the conditional probability
that the system is in the state q knowing that it is in a state q1 such that
βQpq1q � βQpqq. The fourth property ensures that when two concrete states
have the same abstraction, then the first one is an initial state if, and only
if the second one is initial. In such a case, their abstraction is an abstract
initial state. The fifth property ensures that the set of abstract transitions is
obtained by applying the abstraction function βQ to initial and final states
and the abstraction function βL to the label of each concrete transition. The
third and the fifth properties state that the abstraction is indeed a backward
bisimulation [4].

Let us consider an abstraction pS,S7, βL, βQ, γQq between a con-
crete system S :� pQ,L, ÝÑ, w, I , π0q and an abstract system S7 :�
pQ7,L7,ù, w7, I7, π70q. We want to state the correspondence between trace
density distribution in these two systems. For that purpose, we introduce the

function βT which maps any cylinder set q0
λ1,I1ÝÝÝÑ q1 � � � qk�1

λk,IkÝÝÝÑ qk of concrete

traces to the cylinder set βQpq0q
βLpλ1q,I1
ù βQpq1q � � � β

Qpqk�1q
βLpλkq,Ik
ù βQpqkq of

abstract traces. Thus, βT applies βQ to each state and βL to each transi-
tion label, whereas time intervals are all preserved. Given a finite union X
of cylinder sets of concrete traces, we denote by Pcpq | Xq the conditional
probability that we are in a state q knowing that we have computed a trace
in the set of cylinder sets X.

Theorem 3.6 ([11]) For any cylinder set τ 7 :� q70
λ71,I1
ù q71 � � � q

7
k�1

λ7k,Ik
ù q7k of

abstract traces of any length k and any sequence of steps, the following holds.

(i) soundness. the probability P pτ 7q of the cylinder set τ 7 of abstract traces
is equal to the sum of the probabilities of the cylinder sets τ of traces such
that βTpτq � τ 7.

That is to say: P pτ 7q �
¸

τ
pP pτq | τ P TIR� s.t. βTpτq � τ 7q.

(ii) state completeness. For any concrete state q�k P Q such that βQpq�kq �
q7k, the conditional probability that the system is in the state q�k knowing
that we have computed a trace in a cylinder set τ P TIR� such that βTpτq �
τ 7 is, when it is defined, equal to γQpq�kq.
That is to say: Pcpq

�
k | tτ P TIR� s.t. βTpτq � τ 7uq � γQpq�kq.

The soundness of the abstraction is stated in a classic way: it ensures that
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we can perform the computation of the probability that an abstract trace lies
in a given a cylinder set τ 7 of abstract traces (of size k) either in the abstract,
or in the concrete by summing the probabilities that a concrete trace lies in
the cylinder set τ P TIR� of traces for any τ P TIR� such that βTpτq � τ 7.
Both ways will give the same result. The completeness states that, even if the
computation was made in the abstract, we can recover the distribution over
the concrete states that are abstracted by the final abstract state. Indeed, the
distribution of the final states is given by the restriction of γQ to the states q
such that βQpqq � q7k.

It follows from Def. 3.5 and Theorem 3.6.(ii) that two abstractions A1 :�
pS1,S7

1, β
L
1 , β

Q
1 , γ

Q
1 q and A2 :� pS2,S7

2, β
L
2 , β

Q
2 , γ

Q
2 q such that S1 � S2, β

Q
1 �

βQ
2 , βL

1 � βL
2 , are equal providing that for any (abstract) state q7 P Q7, there

exists a reachable concrete state q P V Ñ R such that βQ
1 pqq � q7. In the

following, we assume without any loss of generality that any state in a WLTS
is reachable.

3.3 Composition and factorization

In this section, we remind two binary operators over abstractions, namely, the
composition and the factorization of abstractions, we will introduce a new one
(called product) in Sect. 3.4.

Two abstractions between the systems S5 and S, and between the systems
S and S7, can be composed in order to form an abstraction between the sys-
tems S5 and S7. More precisely, let us consider six mappings βL

1 , βQ
1 , γQ1 , βL

2 ,
βQ
2 , and γQ2 such that A1 :� pS5,S, βL

1 , β
Q
1 , γ

Q
1 q and A2 :� pS,S7, βL

2 , β
Q
2 , γ

Q
2 q

are two abstractions.

Proposition 3.7 (composition [11]) The tuple A3 :� pS5,S7, βL
3 , β

Q
3 , γ

Q
3 q

where: βL
3 :� βL

2 � β
L
1 , βQ

3 :� βQ
2 � βQ

1 , and γQ3 pq
5q :� γQ1 pq

5qγQ2 pβ
Q
1 pq

5qq, is
also an abstraction.

Moreover, the abstraction A3 is called the composition of A1 and A2, which
is denoted by A3 � A2 �A1.

Definition 3.8 An abstraction A � pS,S7, βL, βQ, γQq such that S � S7,
and both functions βL and βQ are identity functions, is called an identity
abstraction, and is denoted by IdS .

We notice that, for any abstraction A, by definitions of abstraction compo-
sition and identity abstractions, we have A�IdprepAq � A and IdpostpAq�A � A.
We can use abstraction composition to define the notion of isomorphism.

Definition 3.9 An abstraction A1, for which there exists an abstraction A2

between postpA1q and prepA1q such that both A1 �A2 � IdpostpA1q, and A2 �
A1 � IdprepA1q is called an isomorphism. In such a case, A2 is called the
inverse of A1 and is denoted by A�1

1 .
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We now introduce a factorization operator as the converse of the compo-
sition operator. Provided some compatibility requirements, one can decom-
pose an abstraction between the systems S5 and S7, by providing an abstrac-
tion between the systems S5 and S. More precisely, let us introduce three
WLTSs S5 :� pQ5,L5, ÝÑ5, w

5, I5, π50q, S :� pQ,L, ÝÑ, w, I , π0q, and S7 :�
pQ7,L7,ù, w7, I7, π70q, and let us consider six mappings βL

1 , βQ
1 , γQ1 , βL

2 , βQ
2 ,

and γQ2 such that A1 :� pS5,S7, βL
1 , β

Q
1 , γ

Q
1 q and A2 :� pS5,S, βL

2 , β
Q
2 , γ

Q
2 q are

two abstractions such that (i) for any q51, q
5
2 P Q5 such that βQ

2 pq
5
1q � βQ

2 pq
5
2q, we

have: βQ
1 pq

5
1q � βQ

1 pq
5
2q; and (ii) for any λ51, λ

5
2 P Q5 such that βL

2 pλ
5
1q � βL

2 pλ
5
2q,

we have: βL
1 pλ

5
1q � βL

1 pλ
5
2q.

Proposition 3.10 (factorization [11]) The tuple A3 :� pS,S7, βL
3 , β

Q
3 , γ

Q
3 q

where: βL
3 pλq is defined as βL

1 pλ
5q for a given λ5 P L5 such that βL

2 pλ
5q � λ;

βQ
3 pqq is defined as βQ

1 pq
5q for a given q5 P Q5 such that βQ

2 pq
5q � q; and

γQ3 pqq is defined by: γQ3 pqq �
¸

q5

�
γQ1 pq

5q
�� q5 P Q5 s.t. βQ

2 pq
5q � q

�
, is also

an abstraction.

Moreover, the abstraction A3 is called the factorization of A1 by A2, which
is denoted by A1zA2.

Intuitively, the abstraction A1 can be factorized by the abstraction A2

only if the abstraction A1 is coarser than A2, that is to say that each pair of
states (or transition labels) which cannot be distinguished in the abstraction
A2, cannot be distinguished in the abstraction A1 either.

As expected, abstraction composition is the inverse of abstraction factor-
ization (and conversely), as stated by the following algebraic properties:

Proposition 3.11 (Algebraic identities [11]) Let A1,A2 be two abstrac-
tions. The following properties are satisfied:

(i) if A1zA2 is well-defined, then pA1zA2q �A2 is well-defined and pA1zA2q �
A2 � A1;

(ii) if A2 � A1 is well-defined, then pA2 � A1qzA1 is well-defined and pA2 �
A1qzA1 � A2.

Let us consider an abstraction A. The factorization AzA is well-defined
and is equal to IdpostpAq (by applying proposition 3.11.(ii) with A1 :� A and
A2 :� IdpostpAq). Moreover, the factorization AzIdprepAq is well-defined and is
equal to A (by applying proposition 3.11.(ii) with A1 :� IdprepAq and A2 :� A).

3.4 Product of two abstractions

Now we introduce a new operator to combine two abstractions. We call a span
two abstractions A1 and A2 from the same WLTS S. Such a span is denoted
by �A1SA2, or also�A1A2. Dually, we call a cospan two abstractions A1 and A2

going into the same WLTS S, such a cospan in denoted by {A1SA2 or {A1A2.

10
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Proposition 3.12 (pushout) For any span �A1A2, there exists a universal

cospan {A3A4 such that A3 � A1 � A4 � A2 and for any other cospan {A5A6

such that A5 �A1 � A6 �A2, there exists a unique
abstraction u such that u �A3 � A5 and u �A4 �
A6 (eg see Fig 4).

With these notations, the abstraction A3 �A1

is called a product between the abstractions A1

and A2 and the cospan {A3A4 is called a pushout

of the span �A1A2.

A4

A6

A1

A3

A2

A5

u

Fig. 4: The pushout property.

Intuitively, the product of two abstractions from the same WLTS, is the
abstraction that is more abstract than these two abstractions, and which is
the least abstract among all the abstractions which satisfy this property. Now
let us sketch the proof of proposition 3.12.

Proof. Let �A1SA2 be a span. We denote A1 :� pS,S71 , βL
1 , β

Q
1 , γ

Q
1 q and

A2 :� pS,S72 , βL
2 , β

Q
2 , γ

Q
2 q. Moreover, we denote S :� pQ,L, ÝÑ, w, I , π0q,

S71 � pQ71 ,L71 , ÝÑ71 , w
71 , I71 , π710 q, and S72 :� pQ72 ,L72 , ÝÑ72 , w

72 , I72 , π720 q. We
define the equivalence relation �Q over Q as the smallest equivalence relation
which satisfies q �Q q1 whenever βQ

1 pqq � βQ
1 pq

1q or βQ
2 pqq � βQ

2 pq
1q. We

also introduce the equivalence relation �L over L as the smallest equivalence
relation which satisfies λ �L λ

1 whenever βL
1 pλq � βL

1 pλ
1q or βL

2 pλq � βL
2 pλ

1q.
We introduce the set Q71,2 as the set of �Q-equivalence classes, and the set
L71,2 as the set of �L-equivalence classes. We denote by βQ

1,2 the function
mapping any state q P Q to its �Q-equivalence class, and by βL

1,2 the function
mapping any transition label λ P L to its �L-equivalence class.

Given a cylinder set τ of (concrete) traces of S, we denote by βT
1 pτq

(resp. βT
2 pτq, resp. βT

1,2pτq), the cylinder set of traces that is obtained by replac-

ing each state q with the abstract state βQ
1 pqq (resp. βQ

2 pqq, resp. βQ
1,2pqq) and

any transition label λ with the abstract transition label βL
1 pλq (resp. βL

2 pλq,
resp. βL

1,2pλq). For any states q, q1 P Q such that q �Q q1, there exist an integer
n P Nzt0u and two sequences q1, . . . , qn P Qn and i1, . . . , in�1 P t1, 2u

n�1 such
that: q � q1, q

1 � qn, and βQ
ik
pqkq � βQ

ik
pqk�1q for any integer k between 1 and

n� 1. Let us show that the quantity:

¹
k

�
γQikpqkq

γQikpqk�1q

����� 1 ¤ k   n

�
,

is independent from the choice of the two sequences pikqk and pqkqk.

Let k be an integer between 1 and n�1, and τ� be a cylinder set of concrete
traces ending in state q (such a trace exists since we have assumed that all
states were reachable). Let τ be a cylinder set of traces such that βT

1,2pτq �

βT
1,2pτ�q. We know by Theorem 3.6.(ii) that: γQikpqkqPcpqk�1 | βQ

ik
pτqq �

11
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γQikpqk�1qPcpqk | βQ
ik
pτqq. By using βQ

ik
to partition the set βT

1,2pτ�q, it follows

by summation that: γQikpqkqPcpqk�1 | βQ
1,2pτ�qq � γQikpqk�1qPcpqk | βQ

1,2pτ�qq.
Thus, after simplification, we get that:

¹
k

�
γQikpqkq

γQikpqk�1q

����� 1 ¤ k   n

�
�
Pcpq | βQ

1,2pτ�qq

Pcpq1 | β
Q
1,2pτ�qq

.

Thus, this quantity does not depend on the choice of the two sequences pqkqk
and pikqk. We call this quantity, the probability ratio between q and q1 and
we denote it by pratiopq, q1q.

Now we consider the mapping γQ1,2 : Q Ñ r0, 1s such that: for any q P Q,¸
q1
pγQ1,2pq

1q | q1�Q qq � 1 and for any q, q1 P Q, γQ1,2pqq � pratiopq, q1qγQ1,2pq
1q.

By definition of γQ1,2, there exists a unique tuple pù1,2, w
71,2 , I71,2 , π

71,2
0 q such

that A1,2 :� pS, pQ71,2 ,L71,2 ,ù1,2, w
71,2 , I71,2 , π

71,2
0 q, βL

1,2, β
Q
1,2, γ

Q
1,2q is an ab-

straction (see Def. 3.5). By definition of βQ
1,2, for any concrete states q, q1 P Q,

we have βQ
1,2pqq � βQ

1,2pq
1q whenever βQ

1 pqq � βQ
1 pq

1q. The same way, for
any concrete transition labels λ, λ1 P L, we have βL

1,2pλq � βL
1,2pλ

1q whenever
βL
1 pλq � βL

1 pλ
1q. By proposition 3.10, A1,2 can be factorized by A1 and we

define A3 :� A1,2zA1, the same way, we can define A4 :� A1,2zA2.

Let us now consider two other abstractions A5 and A6 such that A5 �A1 �
A6 �A2. We want to show that there exists a unique abstraction u such that
A5 � u�A3 and A6 � u�A4. Let us first prove that A5 can be factorized by A3.
We denote A3 :� pS1,S1,2, β

L
3 , β

Q
3 , γ

Q
3 q, A5 :� pS1,S 1

1,2, β
L
5 , β

Q
5 , γ

Q
5 q, and A6 :�

pS2,S 1
1,2, β

L
6 , β

Q
6 , γ

Q
6 q. Let q71 , q71 1 P Q71 such that βQ

3 pq
71q � βQ

3 pq
71 1q. Let us

consider q, q1 P Q such that βQ
1 pqq � q71 and βQ

1 pq
1q � q71 1. By definition of

βQ
1,2, we have: βQ

1,2pqq � βQ
1,2pq

1q. It follows that there exist an integer n ¡ 0 and
two sequences q1, . . . , qn P Qn and i1, . . . , in�1 P t1, 2u

n�1 such that: q � q1,
q1 � qn, and for any integer k between 1 and n�1, we have βQ

ik
pqkq � βQ

ik
pqk�1q.

Thus βQ
5 pβ

Q
1 pqkqq � βQ

4�ik
pβQ

ik
pqkqq � βQ

4�ik
pβQ

ik
pq1kqq � βQ

5 pβ
Q
1 pq

1
kqq. It follows

that βQ
5 pβ

Q
1 pqqq � βQ

5 pβ
Q
1 pq

1qq. Thus, βQ
5 pq

71q � βQ
5 pq

71 1q. The same way, for
any λ71 , λ71 1 P L71 such that βL

3 pλ
71q � βL

3 pλ
71 1q, we have: βL

5 pλ
71q � βL

5 pλ
71 1q.

By proposition 3.10, it follows that A5 can be factorized by A3. The same
way, A6 can be factorized by A4. By proposition 3.11.(ii), this factorization
is unique, it follows that A5zA3 � A6zA4, so we can take u :� A5zA3. By
proposition 3.11.(i), we have A5 � u �A3 and A6 � u �A4.

Moreover, by 3.11.(ii), there is at most one abstraction u :� A5zA3 such
that u�A3 � A6, which ensures the uniqueness of the abstraction u of Fig. 4.l

Products and pushouts are defined up to isomorphisms. We call the ones
that we have used in the proof canonical. We notice that this product operator
is not the dual of the classical reduced product [6] of abstract interpretation.

12
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A2 A3

A9

A4

A6

A5A1

u1

A7

A8

(a)

A7

A9

A5

A6

A3

A8zA4

u2

(b)

A9

A9

A7

u1

u2

(c)

A9

A9

A7

u2

u1

(d)

Fig. 5. Proof that composition distributes over pushout.

3.5 Distributivity

Now we show that the pushout distributes over abstraction composition. We
consider three abstractions A1,A2,A3 such that the composition A3 � A2 is
well-defined and prepA1q � prepA2q. We introduce the five abstractions

A4,A5,A6,A7,A8, and A9 such that: (i){A4A5 is a pushout of �A1A2; (ii) {A6A7

is a pushout of �A5A3; (iii) {A8A9 is a pushout of �A1pA3 �A2q. The following
proposition is satisfied:

Proposition 3.13 There exists an isomorphism u, which satisfies: (i) u �
A8 � A6 �A4, and (ii) u�1 �A6 �A4 � A9 �A3 �A2.

Before proving proposition 3.13, we show the following lemma:

Lemma 3.14 The abstraction A8 can be factorized by the abstraction A4.

Proof. [Lemma 3.14] We assume, without any loss of generality, that the
pushouts that we have chosen are all canonical. We denote by �Q the equiva-
lence relation over concrete states which is used to define the canonical pushout
of �A1A2 and by �1

Q the equivalence relation over the concrete states which is

used to define the canonical pushout of �A1pA3 �A2q. We denote by βQ
1 , βQ

4

and βQ
8 the abstraction function over states in the abstractions A1,A4, and

A8. Let q7, q71 be two elements in the image of βQ
1 such that βQ

4 pq
7q � βQ

4 pq
71q.

Let us consider q and q1 such that βQ
1 pqq � q7 and βQ

1 pq
1q � q71. We have

q �Q q1. It follows that there exist n ¡ 0 and two sequences q1, . . . , qn P Qn

and i1, . . . , in�1 P t1, 2u
n�1 such that: q � q1, q

1 � qn, and for any integer k
between 1 and n � 1, we have βQ

ik
pqkq � βQ

ik
pqk�1q. For any k between 1 and

n� 1 such that ik � 2, we also have βQ
3 pβ

Q
2 pqkqq � βQ

3 pβ
Q
2 pqk�1qq. So we have

q �1
Q q1. So βQ

8 pq
7q � βQ

8 pβ
Q
1 pqqq � βQ

8 pβ
Q
1 pq

1qq � βQ
8 pq

71q. The same reasoning
can be used to show that, for any pair λ7, λ71 of element in the image of βL

1

such that βL
4 pλ

7q � βL
4 pλ

71q, we have βL
8 pλ

7q � βL
8 pλ

71q, where βL
4 and βL

8 are
the abstraction functions for transition labels in A4 and A8.

So, by proposition 3.10, the factorization A8zA4 is well-defined. l

We can now give the proof of proposition 3.13.

13
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Proof. [Proposition 3.13] This proof is depicted in Fig. 5. Since {A8A9 is

a pushout of �A1pA3 �A2q, there exists a (unique) abstraction u1 such that:

u1�A8 � A6�A4 and u1�A9 � A7 (see Fig. 5(a)). Moreover,{A6A7 is a pushout

of �A5A3, so there exists a (unique) abstraction u2 such that: u2 �A6 � A8zA4

and u2�A7 � A9 (see Fig. 5(b)). It follows that u2�u1�A9 � u2�A7 � A9 (see
Fig. 5(c)). By proposition 3.11.(ii), u2 �u1 � A9zA9, then u2 �u1 � IdpostpA9q.
Moreover, u1 �u2 �A7 � u2 �A9 � A7 (see Fig. 5(d)). Thus, u1 �u2 � A7zA7,
then u1 � u2 � IdpostpA7q.

It follows that both u1 and u2 are isomorphisms. l

In Sect. 6.3, we will apply the product between abstractions of WLTSs,
so as to refine the three stochastic semantics (individual-based where each
instance of protein is identified, population-based where proteins indexes are
abstracted away, which comes down to consider that the state of the system
is a multi-set of reachable species, and fragment-based where species are cut
into independent fragments, so that the state is abstracted into a multi-set of
fragments) which have been proposed in [11] by taking into account symme-
tries between the sites of proteins. We obtain the hierarchy of semantics which
is depicted in Fig. 7 on page 23. Interestingly, the notion of symmetry needs
only to be defined on the most concrete of these three semantics. Moreover,
distributivity ensures that this hierarchy commutes (up to isomorphisms).

4 Differential semantics

In this section, we first recall the generic framework which has been proposed
in [7] for defining differential semantics of rules-based models and to abstract
this semantics. Then we show how we use linear projections so as abstract
further an existing model reduction.

4.1 Concrete semantics

Let V be a finite set of variables. Maps from V to R form a normed vector
space for a given norm || � ||. A mapping ρ P V ÞÑ R such that for any
variable v P V , we have ρpvq ¥ 0 is called a state, and we simply write ρ ¥ 0.
Moreover, given another finite set V7 of variable and || � ||7 a norm on V7 Ñ R,
we say that a map φ between V Ñ R and V7 Ñ R is expansive, whenever
there exists a real number α ¡ 0 such that for any state ρ P V Ñ R, we have
||ρ|| ¤ α||φpρq||7. Since V and V7 are finite, the set of expansive maps between
V Ñ R and V7 Ñ R is independent from the choice of the norms || � || and
|| � ||7.

Definition 4.1 An autonomous differential system over V is given by a map
F from V Ñ R to V Ñ R which is continuously differentiable and an (initial)

14
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state ρ0.

By the Cauchy-Lipschitz theorem, an autonomous differential system
pF, ρ0q defines a unique maximal differentiable function f : r0, T q Ñ pV Ñ Rq
such that, for any fp0q � ρ0 and f 1 � F � f , with T ¤ �8. This unique f is
called the solution of pF, ρ0q.

4.2 Exact reduction of differential semantics

Definition 4.2 A reduction of an autonomous differential system pF, ρ0q is a
commuting square:

φ φ

F

F 7

where, φ is a linear positive expansive mapping between V Ñ R and V7 Ñ
R, for a given finite set V7 of (abstract) variables; and F 7 is a continuously
differentiable map between V7 Ñ R and V7 Ñ R.

Theorem 4.3 ([7]) Let f : r0, T q Ñ pV Ñ Rq be the solution of pF, ρ0q, and
f 7 : r0, T 7q Ñ pV7 Ñ Rq be the solution of pF 7, φpρ0qq, then T � T 7 and
f 7 � φ � f . Moreover, if f is positive, then f 7 is positive as well.

4.3 Combining existing reductions with projections-based reductions

Let V and V7 be two finite sets of concrete and abstract variables. We assume
that we are given an abstraction function φ between V Ñ R and V7 Ñ R, and
two maps F and F 7 between V Ñ R and V Ñ R; and between V7 Ñ R and
V7 Ñ R, such that the following diagram:

φ φ

F

F 7

I

is a model reduction.

Moreover, we assume that we are given a map P such that the following
diagram:

F

P

P
P

F

II

commutes.

We also consider two maps P 7 and P 7
0 such that: (i) P 7 is a linear expansive

mapping over V7 Ñ R, (ii) P 7
0 is a map over V7 Ñ R, and (iii) the following

diagrams:
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φ φ

P

P 7

IV

P 7

P 7
0

IIIP 7

commute.

Theorem 4.4 Under these assumptions, the following diagram:
F

F P

IV

P II P

φ

P 7

IV

I

P 7
0

φ

P 7F 7

III

φ φ

P 7 P 7

IV
φ

is a model reduction of the initial autonomous differential system pF, ρ0q.

Interestingly, we notice that no commutative diagram was required to re-
late the functions F 7 and P 7. As a consequence, the technical proof (diagram
II) needs to be done formally once for all in the concrete.

4.4 Application

In practice, the mappings P ,P 7, and P 7
0 are linear projections which are defined

thanks to the choice of a representative for each equivalence class of some
given equivalence relations of concrete and abstract variables. Let �S be an
equivalence relation over a set S. Let Rep�S be a subset of S such that any �S-
equivalence class C contains exactly one element e in Rep�S . In such a case,
we say that e is the representative of the equivalence class C. We introduce
two linear projections P and P0 over S Ñ R as follows: for any function ρ
between S and R and any element e P S, whenever e is a representative in
Rep�S , we define P pρqpeq as the sum of the expressions ρpe1q for any element
e1 P S such as e1 �S e, and P0pρqpeq :� ρpeq; otherwise, we set P pρqpeq :� 0
and P0pρpeqq :� 0. The projections P and P0 have the same set of fixpoints. So
P0 �P � P . Moreover, the projection P is expansive. We call the pair pP, P0q
the pair of linear projections that is induced by the triple pS,�S,Rep�Sq.

Theorem 4.4 can be used both to design new model reductions and to
abstract further existing model reductions. We illustrate this on our case
study (eg. see Sect. 2). We consider the set S of partial configurations for the
protein X (a partial configuration is defined by a subset of sites x1, . . . , xm and
a subset of sites y1, . . . , yn each of them being phosphorylated, or not). Partial
configurations are ordered by an inclusion relation �: we write a�a1 whenever
(i) a documents a subset of the sites that are documented in a1, and (ii) each
site s documented in a has the same phosphorylation state in a as in a1. Then,
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we define the equivalence relation �S over S, as a �S a
1 if and only if, a and

a1 (i) document the same set of sites, (ii) have the same number of sites xi
phosphorylated, (iii) have the same set of sites yj phosphorylated. We define
the set of representatives Rep�S as the set of partial configurations for which
there exists an integer k between 1 and m such that all the sites x1, . . . , xk are
either phosphorylated, or not documented, and all the sites xk�1, . . . , xm are
either unphosphorylated, or not documented. We notice that for any partial
configuration a such as a P Rep�S , any partial configuration a1 such that a1�a
is in the set Rep�S of representatives. A set of representatives which satisfies
this property is called homogeneous.

We define the set V of variables as the set of (complete) configurations
for the protein X (there are 2m�n of them). The mapping F is obtained by
applying mass action laws on the set of reactions that is given in Fig. 1. We
denote by �V the restriction of the relation �S to the elements in V . We
define the pair pP, P0q as the pair of projections that is induced by the triple
pV ,�V ,Rep�S X Vq. The property P � F � P � F � P comes from the fact
that �V induces a forward (straight) bisimulation over chemical mixtures as
formalized in Sect. 6.4.

We can use theorem 4.4 to design a model reduction. We set V7 :� V ,
φ :� idVÑR, F 7 :� F , P 7 :� P , and P 7

0 :� P0. Then, according to theorem
4.4, a model reduction is obtained by (i) applying the projection P 7

0 on the
input of F , which amounts to ignoring chemical species which are not the
representative of their�V-equivalence class, and (ii) applying the projection P 7

on the output, which amounts to collecting the contribution to the derivative
of the concentrations of �V-equivalent chemical species.

More interestingly, we can use Theorem 4.4 so as to abstract further an
existing model reduction. By applying the framework in [10,7], we can get a
model reduction by abstracting away the correlation between the phosphory-
lation state of the sites in the list y1, . . . , yn. Doing so, we define the set of
abstract variables V7 as the set of specific partial configurations for the protein
X, called fragments. In a fragment, all the sites within the list x1, . . . , xm are
documented, whereas exactly one site within the list y1, . . . , yn is documented.
Thus there are n2m�1 fragments.

The function φ summarizes the concentration of chemical species that con-
tain a given fragment. For any concrete state ρ P V Ñ R and any fragment
v7 P V7, we set: φpρqpv7q :�

¸
v
pρpvq | v7 � vq. The relation �V7 over V7 is

defined as the restriction of the relation �S to the elements in V7. We de-
fine the pair pP 7, P 7

0q as the pair of projections that is induced by the triple
pV7,�V7 ,Rep�S XV7q. The commutative diagram (IV) comes from the defini-
tion of φ and the fact that the set Rep�S is homogeneous. As a consequence,
a new model reduction can be derived. It remains only 2pm� 1qn fragments.
The mapping P 7 � F 7 � P 7

0 can be computed by discarding the input which
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are not representative of their �V7-equivalence class, and by gathering the
contribution of the fragments which belong to the same �V7-equivalence class.

We generalize this construction to any model written in Kappa in Sect. 6.4.

5 The Kappa language

We present a core of the Kappa language [9] in a process-like notation and we
give its operational semantics. Particularly, we do not consider internal states,
agent creation nor deletion, nor wild-card bond removals. These features are
convenient when writing models. Yet they would raise no particular difficulties
to our theoretical framework.

5.1 Syntax

We assume a finite set of agent names A, representing different kinds of pro-
teins; a finite set of sites S, corresponding to protein domains; a signature
map Σ from A to ℘pSq, listing the domains of a protein which can be bound;
and a countable set of binding label L.

Definition 5.1 An agent Apσq is defined by its type A P A and its interface
σ, where σ is a partial mapping between ΣpAq and tεuZL. A site s such that
σpsq � ε is free, whereas a site s such that σpsq P L is bound. An interface is
usually denoted as a list of sites and the binding state of each site is written
in superscript. The detailed description of the syntax of an agent is given by
the following grammar:

a ::� Npσq (agent) s ::� nλ (site)

N ::� A P A (agent name) n ::� x P S (site name)

σ ::� ε | s,σ (interface) λ ::� ε | i P L (binding state)

We generally omit the superscript ε.

Definition 5.2 An expression E is a set of agents Apσq. Thus the syntax of
an expression is defined as follows:

E ::� ε | a,E.

Definition 5.3 A pattern is an expression which satisfies the following three
conditions: (i) no site name occurs more than once in a given interface; (ii)
each site name s in the interface of the agent A occurs in ΣpAq; (iii) each
binding label i P L occurs exactly twice if it does at all. The set of binding
labels which occur in a pattern E is usually denoted as BLpEq. A mixture is
a pattern that is fully specified, ie each agent A documents its full interface
ΣpAq. A chemical species is a fully connected mixture (that is to say that a
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mixture a1, . . . , an is a species, if for any subsequence ai1 , . . . , aim of agents of
this mixture ai1 , . . . , aim is not a mixture).

Definition 5.4 A rule r is defined by two patterns E` and Er, and a rate
k P R�

0 , written r :� E` Ñ Er@k such that E` and Er have the same number
n of agents, and for any integer i between 1 and n, the i-th agent of E` and Er
have the same agent type and document the same set of sites (with potentially
different binding states).

Moreover, a pair of rules of the form pE` Ñ Er@k,Er Ñ E`@kdq is usually
denoted by E` Ø Er@k, kd.

Example 5.5 Now we can refactor the case study of Sect. 2 in Kappa. The
signature of the model is given by A � tA,P u, S � ts, x1, x2, y1u, ΣpAq �
tx1, x2, y1u, and ΣpP q � tsu. Reactions are modelled by the following rules:

Pps q ,Xpx1q Ø Pps1q ,Xpx1
1q @k, kd

Pps q ,Xpx2q Ø Pps1q ,Xpx2
1q @k, kd

Pps q ,Xpx1 ,x2 ,y1q Ø Pps1q ,Xpx1 ,x2 ,y1
1q @k1,0, kd

Pps1q ,Pps q ,Xpx1
1,x2 ,y1q Ø Pps1q ,Pps2q ,Xpx1

1,x2 ,y1
2q @k1,1, kd

Pps1q ,Pps q ,Xpx1 ,x2
1,y1q Ø Pps1q ,Pps2q ,Xpx1 ,x2

1,y1
2q @k1,1, kd

Pps1q ,Pps2q ,Pps q ,Xpx1
1,x2

2,y1q Ø Pps1q ,Pps2q ,Pps3q ,Xpx1
1,x2

2,y1
3q @k1,2, kd

5.2 Operational semantics

We assume that we are given a set of rules R. Now we define a transition
system over the set of mixtures (up-to α equivalence). This transition system
will be used when defining both the stochastic and the differential semantics
of the set of rules R. Moreover, each transition will be labeled by a proof that
the transition is enabled and by a kinetic rate.

The application of a rule r :� E` Ñ Er@k to a mixture E is performed in
several steps. First, we apply α-equivalence in order not only to equate the
binding labels in E and E`, but also to avoid conflicts between former binding
labels in E and the labels of the bonds that are created by the rule application.
Then, we introduce an embedding so as to map agents of the pattern E` to
agents of the mixture E. The result of the application of the rules is obtained
by overwriting the binding states of the sites of the mixture by the states of
the corresponding sites in the rhs Er of the rule r.

Now we give a formal definition of these primitives.

Definition 5.6 The α-equivalence, �α, is defined as the smallest binary
equivalence relation between expressions such that Eri{js �α E for any pair
pi, jq P L2 of binding labels, such that i R BLpEq.
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Definition 5.7 Let A`pσ`q, Bpσq be two agents, we say that the agent Bpσq
matches the agent A`pσ`q, if and only if, A` � B and for any s P ΣpA`q such
that σ`psq is defined, then (i) σpsq is also defined and (ii) σpsq � σ`psq.

Definition 5.8 Let E`, E be two patterns. We denote by n` (resp. n) the
number of agents in E` (resp. in E). An embedding between the patterns E`
and E is denoted by an into mapping φ between the set ti P N | 1 ¤ i ¤ n`u
and the set tj P N | 1 ¤ j ¤ nu such that, for any i, the agent Apσq at position
φpiq in E matches the agent A`pσ`q at position i in E`. In such a case, we
write E` �φ E.

Moreover, a straight embedding, is an embedding φ between two patterns
E` and E such that: whenever two agents belong to distinct connected com-
ponents in E`, then their image (by φ) is also mapped to agents which belong
to distinct connected components. In such a case, we write E`|�φ E.

Definition 5.9 Let Apσrq and Apσq be two agents of the same type. We
define the replacement of Apσq with Apσrq as the agent Apσ1q where σ1 is
defined for any site s such that σpsq or σrpsq is defined. In such a case,
σ1psq � σrpsq whenever σrpsq is defined; and σ1psq � σpsq otherwise. The
replacement of Apσq with Apσrq is denoted by ApσqrApσrqs.

Definition 5.10 Let r be a rule E` Ñ Er@k, E � a1, . . . , am be a pattern,
and φ be an embedding such that E` �φ E. We write Er � b1, . . . , bn. Then
the result of the application of r on E along φ, which is denoted by ErErsφ is
defined as the mixture a11, . . . , a

1
m, where for any integer i such that 1 ¤ i ¤ m,

a1m is defined as airbjs whenever there exists an integer j such that φpjq � i,
and as ai otherwise.

Now we can define the transition system associated to a set of rules.

Definition 5.11 The states of the system are �α-classes of mixtures, and the
set of transitions is defined by:

rEs�α
pr,rEs�α ,φqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

γ
rErErsφs�α

for any mixture E, any rule r � E` Ñ Er@k such that r is a rule in R
and BLpEq X pBLpErqzBLpE`qq � H, any embedding φ between E` and E,
and where γ is defined as the quotient between the rate k and the number of
automorphisms (i.e. embeddings between E` and E`), CardpAutopE`qq, in E`.

Moreover, a transition q
λ
ÝÑ
γ
q1, which is defined thanks to a straight em-

bedding, is also denoted by q|
λ
ÝÑ
γ
q1.

We notice, that agents types and agents sites (but not their binding states)
are preserved by transition application. Moreover, an agent can be tracked
along a sequence of transitions thanks to its position.
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Example 5.12 Let us show how to apply the rule E` Ñ Er@k1,1 to the
state rEs�α where: the lhs E` is defined as Pps1q , Pps q , Xpx1

1,x2 ,y1q; the rhs
Er is defined as Pps1q , Pps2q ,Xpx1

1,x2 ,y1
2q, and the mixture E is defined as

Pps3q ,Pps2q ,Pps q ,Xpx1
3,x2 ,y1q ,Xpx1 ,x2

2,y1q.

We can apply the reaction r along the embedding φ :� r1 ÞÑ 1, 2 ÞÑ
3, 3 ÞÑ 4s. First we apply �α: we replace the binding label 3 with the binding
label 1, so that binding labels match, and the binding label 2 with the bind-
ing label 4, so as to avoid capture. Then we notice that E` �φ Er3{1,4{2s.
Moreover pEr3{1,4{2sqrErsφ is equal to the mixture E 1 that is defined as:
Pps1q ,Pps4q ,Pps2q ,Xpx1

1,x2 ,y1
2q ,Xpx1 ,x2

4,y1q.

Thus we have: rEs�α |
pr,rEs�α ,φqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ

k1,1
rE 1s�α (since φ is a straight embedding).

6 Symmetric sites in Kappa

6.1 Action of a transposition

In this section, we formalize the actions of transpositions of two sites on pat-
terns, rules, and transition labels. Then we define when two sites are sym-
metric in a given set of rules.

Definition 6.1 A transposition of sites is a triple pi, x, yq P N� S � S.

Let t :� pi, x, yq be a transposition of sites. Intuitively, the transposition t
denotes that we want to permute the binding state of the sites x and y in the
i-th agent of a pattern, or a rule. Let E :� N1pσ1q , . . . , Nkpσkq be a pattern
and r1 :� E` Ñ Er@k be a rule.

Definition 6.2 We say that the transposition pi, x, yq operates on the pattern
E, if and only if, i ¤ k and x, y belongs to ΣpNiq. In such a case, we introduce
the pattern E 1 :� N1pσ

1
1q , . . . , Nkpσ

1
kq, where for any j between 1 and k,

σ1j :� σj whenever j � i, and σ1i is defined as the interface which has the same
domain definition as σi, and which satisfies: σ1ipxq :� σipyq, σ

1
ipyq :� σipxq,

and σ1ipzq :� σipzq for any site z P dompσiqztx, yu.

The pattern E 1 is called the action of the transposition pi, x, yq on the
mixture E, and is denoted by subspi, xy , Eq.

Definition 6.3 Whenever the transposition t operates on E`, the rule r11 :�

subspi, xy , E`q Ñ subspi, xy , Erq@
kCardpAutopsubspi, xy ,E`qqq

CardpAutopE`qq
is well-defined, if and

only if the rule r1 is well-defined. In such a case, the rule r11 is called the action
of the transposition pi, x, yq on the rule r1, and is denoted by subsRpi, xy , r1q.

Let λ :� pr2, rEs�α , φq be a transition label.

Definition 6.4 We assume that the transposition t operates on E. Let r12 be
the rule that is defined as r2 whenever there is no integer j such as φpjq � i; or
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subsRpφ
�1piq, xy , r2q otherwise. Let E 1 be the mixture subspi, xy , Eq. Then φ is

also an embedding between the lhs of r12 and E 1, we call the triple pr12, rE
1s�α , φq

the action of the transposition pi, x, yq on the transition label λ, and we denote
it by subsLpi, xy , λq.

Proposition 6.5 We have:

rEs�α
λ
ÝÑ
γ
rE 1s�α ðñ rsubspi, xy , Eqs�α

subsLpi,
x
y ,λq

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
γ

rsubspi, xy , E
1qs�α .

6.2 Definition of symmetric sites

We consider an agent type A P A, and two sites x, y P ΣpAq in its interface.

Definition 6.6 The sites x and y are symmetric in A for the set of rules R, if
for any rule r :� N1pσ1q , . . . , Nlpσlq Ñ Er@k in R and any integer i between
1 and l such that (i) Ni � A and (ii) the transposition pi, x, yq operates on r,
the rule subsRpi, xy , rq belongs to the set of rules R as well.

So as to avoid testing, for all triples pA, x, yq such that A P A and x,y P
ΣpAq, whether the condition in Def. 6.6 is satisfied,
or not we preselect the potential triples thanks to a
weaker property. Thus, we use the contact map which
is the summary of all bonds which may appear in the
rhs of a rule in R. The contact map is a graph, the set
of nodes are the pairs pA, xq with A P A and x P ΣpAq,
and the set of edges are the pairs ppA, xq, pA1, x1qq of
nodes for which there exists a bond between the site
x of an instance of an agent A, and the site x1 of an
instance of an agent A1 in the rhs of a rule in R. As

X

A

s

xm

xi

x1

y1

yj

yn

Fig. 6: A contact map.

an example, we depict in Fig. 6 the contact map of our case study of Sect. 2.

Proposition 6.7 If the sites x and y are symmetric in A for the set of rules
R, then the nodes pA, xq and pA, yq have the same set of partners in the contact
map of the set of rules R.

6.3 Application to the reduction of stochastic semantics

We review the individual stochastic semantics of Kappa and show that sym-
metries among sites can be used to design an abstraction of it.

We consider an initial mixture E0 :� N1pσ1q , . . . , Nkpσkq. We associate
the pair pR, E0q with a WLTS pQ,L, ÝÑ, w, I , π0q. The state space Q of the
system is the set of reachable mixtures (up to �α-equivalence); the set of
transition labels L is the set of triples pr, rEs�α , φq where r is a rule in R, E
a mixture, and φ and embedding between the lhs of r and E; the transition

relation ÝÑ is defined as q
λ
ÝÑ q1 whenever there exists a transition q

λ
ÝÑ
γ
q1 in
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Fig. 7. Hierarchy of stochastic semantics.

the operational semantics (eg see Section 5.2), moreover the weight of this
transition is defined as wpq, λq :� γ; the set of initial states I is defined as the
singleton trE0s�αu, and its initial probability is defined as π0prE0s�αq :� 1.

We consider a set T of triples pA, x, yq such that the sites x and y in A
are symmetric for the set of rules R and E0 �α subspi, xy , E0q for any integer
i between 1 and k such that Ni � A. We introduce the equivalence relation
�Q over Q as the smallest equivalence relation such that rEs�α �Q rE 1s�α
whenever there exist a triple pA, x, yq P T and an integer i such that the i-th
agent in E is of type A and E 1 �α subspi, xy , Eq. The same way, we define
the equivalence relation �L over L as the smallest equivalence relation such
that λ �L λ1 whenever, if we denote λ :� pr, rEs�α , φq, there exist a triple
pA, x, yq P T and an integer i, such that the i-th agent in E is of type A and
λ1 � subsLpi, xy , λq.

By Proposition 6.5, the pair of equivalence relations p�Q,�Lq defines a
backward bisimulation [4]. That is to say that: (i) for any pair q1, q2 of �Q-
equivalent states in Q, we have apq1q � apq2q and (ii) for any �Q-equivalence
class CQ of states, any �L-equivalence class CL of transition labels, any pair
pq11, q

1
2q of states such that q11 �Q q12, we have: bwpCQ, CL, q

1
1q � bwpCQ, CL, q

1
2q,

where for any state q1 P Q, the flux bwpCQ, CL, q
1q from the class of states CQ

to the state q1 through the transition steps with a label in the class CL is
defined as the sum of the expression wpq, λq, for any state q P CQ and any

transition label λ P CL, such that q
λ
ÝÑ q1. Besides, by assumption on the

initial mixture, for any pair q1, q2 P Q such that q1 P I and q1 �Q q2, we
have: q2 � q1 (and thus q2 P I and π0pq1q � π0pq2q). Thus, the pair p�Q,�Lq
induces an abstraction between the initial WLTS and a reduced WLTS where
states are quotiented by �Q and transition labels are quotiented by �L.

This abstraction can be combined with other existing abstractions such as
the population semantics or the fragments semantics (both defined in [11]).
Since the product of abstractions distributes over the composition of abstrac-
tions, we get the hierarchy of semantics which is depicted in Fig. 7.
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6.4 Application to the reduction of differential semantics

We remind the differential semantics of Kappa and show that symmetries
among sites can be used to design an abstraction of it. We can combine this
abstraction with fragments-based model reductions [10,7].

First, we introduce a finite set of chemical species V closed under the rules
in R, which contains all species present in the system’s initial state, and has
at most one representative per species isomorphism class (i.e. whenever v and
v1 belongs to V , and v � v1, then v � v1).

A state is a mapping ρ between V and R� (which denotes the concentration
of each species). So as to define the function F which specifies the behavior
of the system, we consider the set of chemical reactions which are generated
by the set of rules R. Given a rule r :� E` Ñ Er@k in R, we may assume
without any loss of generality that E` is written as C1, . . . , Ck where each Ci
is a connected pattern. A reaction is obtained, by choosing for any integer i
between 1 and k, a reachable species Ri and an embedding φi between Ci and
Ri. This way, we form a composite embedding φ :�

°
i φi between E` and

R1, . . . , Rk. Moreover, φ is a straight embedding. The result of the application
of the rule r on R1, . . . , Rk is, up to reordering of agents and α-conversion, a
tuple of reachable species in V that we denote by P1, . . . , Pl. Then the function
F is obtained by summing the contribution of each reaction, as follows:

F pρqpRjq
�
� γ
¹

i
pρpRiq | 1 ¤ i ¤ kq, F pρqpPj1q

�
� γ
¹

i
pρpRiq | 1 ¤ i ¤ kq.

where γ is the quotient between k and the number of automorphisms in E`,
and j ranges between 1 and k, and j1 between 1 and l.

A fragments-based model reduction is obtained by carefully choosing a
set V7 of partial species (pair-wisely non isomorphic) called fragments. The
abstraction function φ is defined as in our case study: φpρqpv7q is defined as
a linear (the number of occurrence matters) combination of the concentration
ρpvq of the species which contain this fragment.

Now we explain how to abstract such a model reduction further, by dealing
with symmetries among sites. We consider a set T of triples pA, x, yq such that
the sites x and y in A are symmetric for the set of rules R and such that for any
agent of type A in a fragment the site x is documented, if and only if, the site y
is documented. We introduce the equivalence relation � over �α-equivalence
classes of patterns as the smallest equivalence relation such that rEs�α �
rE 1s�α whenever there exist a triple pA, x, yq in T , and an integer i, such that
the i-th agent in E is of type A, and E 1 �α subspi, xy , Eq. We consider Rep� a
set of homogeneous representatives for the �-equivalence classes (i.e. such as
any connected part of representative is also a representative 8 ). Let pP, P0q be

8 We omit technical details, but some algorithms can compute such sets of representatives.
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the pair of projections induced by the triple pV ,�V ,Rep� X Vq and pP 7, P 7
0q

be the pair of projections that is induced by the triple pV7,�7
V ,Rep� X V7q.

Proposition 6.5 ensures that � defines a forward (straight) bisimulation. That
is to say that for any �-equivalence class of states Cq1 , and any pair q1, q2 of
�-equivalent states, we have: fwpq1, Cq1q � fwpq2, Cq1q where for any state
q P Q, the flux fwpq, Cq1q is defined as the sum of the real numbers γ such that

there exist a transition label λ and a state q1 P Cq1 which satisfy: q|
λ
ÝÑ
γ
q1. It

follows that: P �F � P �F �P . The other assumptions of Theorem 4.4 are all
satisfied, which allows to reduce the system further by considering fragments
up to symmetries among sites.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced two generic constructions to abstract further
model reductions for stochastic and differential semantics. They can be used
with hierarchies of model reductions easily, since most of the requirements is
expressed in the non-reduced (concrete) model. We applied these frameworks
to abstract existing fragments-based model reduction [10,7,11] so as to benefit
from the fact that some sites have exactly the same capabilities of interaction.
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